
CREATIVITY WITH HYMNS

 As organists, it is often useful to improvise or compose preludes built around a particular hymn.     
 Here are some examples of my own, some of which contain complete scores or an outline structural   
 guide.  Perhaps some of these suggested formats could prove useful for your own creations. 

 ‘Jesus how lovely you are’  Simple reharmonisation and reworking of textures to suit an organ   
  idiom. 

 Prelude on ‘Woodlands’  An example of basic motivic development. 
                                                                                                                                                                                           
Two short preludes in contrasting style on ‘St Denio’    (i) Fughetta.  
 (ii) Expanding a simple melodic motif through transposition and sequences. 

  Three variations on ‘Carey’s (Surrey) Simple decorative treatments of the familiar melodic and   
 harmonic outline. 

  Trumpet voluntary on ‘Valet ich will dir geben’ (St Theodulph)  The familiar harmonies are   
 mostly retained but redistributed to create a solo line and accompaniment. An almost dance-like  
 tempo further changes the character of the original, albeit by the simplest of means.  

  Chorale Prelude on ‘St Theodulph’  Passing notes and other forms of decoration around the   
 familiar harmonies; also redistribution of the harmony to create a solo line and accompaniment. 

  Canonic prelude on ‘Paderborn’  Canonic treatment of the melody and simple use of melodic   
 motifs. 

  And if the organ breaks down, some piano interludes… 

  Improvisation on ‘All things bright and beautiful’ …perhaps with just a whiff of Percy Grainger?                                     
                                                                                                                                                                          
  Improvisation on ‘Faithfulness’  Elaborated figurations around the original hymn expanded by     
 development of short motifs drawn from individual melodic phrases. 
  Improvisation on ‘Franconia’ in the style of Brahms   With fistfuls of thirds and sixths,  (especially    
  parallel ones), some nice thick textures and a wide keyboard compass, plus a sprinkling of    
  sequences…one is hopefully at least partly on the way towards something of the favour of Brahms. 

  For creativity with hymns and improvisation in general at a wide variety of levels, here are    
  various published materials, which just might prove useful.  These are all free to view, download  
  and use as you wish.  

 https://www.organimprovisation.net/publications-c1dhp 
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